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ABSTRACT

The low-field side reflectometer (LFSR) will  supply ITER with three important plasma 
measurements:  1)  electron  density  profile,  2)  electron  density  fluctuations,  and  3) 
poloidal rotation. Simultaneous measurements of the three quantities are enabled by an 
array of six monostatic antennas which inject from an equatorial port on the outboard 
side  of  the  ITER  vessel.  Low-loss  transmission  lines,  consisting  of  corrugated, 
overmoded waveguide and miter bends, transmit the 30 – 165 GHz, O- and X-mode 
signals to and from the ITER plasma. Integrated transmission-line components serve a 
range of purposes, such as protection from high-power stray radiofrequency radiation, 
accommodation of transmission-line displacement, and simultaneous measurement of 
reference and plasma phases during the discharge. Broadband transmission signals are 
realized by full-band microwave transceivers combined with quasi-optical multiplexing. A 
field-programmable gate array (FPGA) processor demodulates the profile reflectometer 
signals,  enabling  real-time  density  profile  measurements  for  Plasma Control  System 
feedback. A full-scale transmission line test facility provides an integrated environment to 
assess the performance of critical LFSR components.

I. INTRODUCTION

Reflectometry relies on wave cutoff  surfaces to collect  information on characteristics of  the 
density. The electron density profile,  the electron temperature profile,  and, for  certain wave 
polarizations, the magnetic field, dictate the location of the cutoff for a probing wave with certain 
frequency. Reflectometry, in its many forms, is a common diagnostic technique in magnetic 
confinement devices used routinely to measure the electron density profile, electron density 
fluctuations, and plasma rotation velocity.

The  ITER  low-field  side  reflectometer  is  the  result  of  the  evolutionary  development  of 
reflectometry for magnetically-confined fusion devices and shares many functional features with 
its contemporary  counterparts 1,2,3–10,11–17,. Some  of  the  key  features  are  listed  in  Table  1, 
denoting the presence of that feature on the existing tokamak. ITER LFSR is truly unique; not 
one of the existing systems incorporates all of the key features, and none currently have the 
capability of real-time phase processing. 

Besides the functional requirements, the ITER environment presents unique challenges that 
affect the design and implementation of LFSR. Despite the commonplace of reflectometry in 
existing magnetic fusion experiments, LFSR must be compatible with the requirements of the 
nuclear facility and withstand the nuclear and thermal power loads during high-performance 
plasmas with high reliability. These requirements influence important design aspects and must 
be compatible with the measurement requirements of the diagnostic. 

II. PRELIMINARY DESIGN 

LFSR will provide measurements of three basic plasma parameters: 1) electron density profile, 
2) electron density fluctuations and, 3) poloidal plasma rotation. The overall design solution is a 
broadband  (30  –  165  GHz)  reflectometer  system  supporting  both  O-mode  and  X-mode 
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polarizations.  Both  frequency-modulated  continuous  wave  (FMCW)  operation  for  profile 
measurements  and  fixed-frequency  operation  for  fluctuation  and  rotation  (Doppler) 
measurements are incorporated. The fluctuation and Doppler transceivers are still in the early 
phases of development, and detailed discussion of those is deferred to a later phase. Figure 
1(a)  shows ITER baseline  profiles  for  electron density  (ne),  electron temperature  (Te),  and 
magnetic field (B). Corresponding O-mode and X-mode cutoffs and cyclotron resonances are 
plotted  along  the  midplane  in  Fig.  1(b).  The  cutoffs  and  resonances  include  a  relativistic 
correction18.  Since LFSR probes near the midplane from the low-field side of the torus, the 
upper X-mode cutoff is used for the primary measurements. LFSR is optimized to be an edge 
diagnostic, but core measurements are accessible under certain conditions (e.g. with reduced 
magnetic field or with full  field and sufficiently low density). Contour plots of constant cutoff 
frequency versus magnetic field and electron density are shown in Figs. 1(c) and 1(d) for upper 
X-mode  and  O-mode  polarizations.  The  relativistic  correction  has  been  applied  with  an 
assumed electron temperature of 10 keV. For a particular value of ne (and B for upper X-mode), 
the cutoff  frequency is lower(higher) for higher(lower) values of Te.  With upper X-mode, the 
outboard density profile can be probed from the far scrape-off layer (SOL) to the top of the 
pedestal with ne up to about 1x1020 m-3. For lower ne at the top of the pedestal, access into the 
core is possible but limited by the maximum probe frequency. Since O-mode measurements in 
ITER provide limited edge coverage, they provide a partially redundant dataset to compare with 
the upper X-mode measurements.

AUG DIII-D JET WEST

Monostatic Antenna


(bistatic TL)


Corrugated waveguide TL  

Vacuum window in 
corrugated waveguide

 

Routine, automated data 
analysis

  

Simultaneous fluctuation 
measurement



Real-time analysis

Table 1. List of key ITER LFSR design features currently incorporated into the AUG, DIII-D,  
JET and WEST profile reflectometer systems.

The LFSR system is comprised of  a number of  sub-systems,  including:  antenna assembly, 
transmission line, back-end instrumentation, stray radiation protection, and data acquisition / 
system control.  Each sub-system is  designed to enable the diagnostic to meet  its  required 
measurement  functions  and to  meet  or  exceed the safety  requirements  of  the ITER plant. 
Figure 2 shows a diagram of the LFSR TL network used to route microwave signals between 
the tokamak and the diagnostic hall. The boxed regions are subject to different environmental 
conditions and therefore the components and instrumentation permitted for  use within each 
region have different requirements. The four primary regions are: in-vessel, interspace and port 
cell,  gallery,  and diagnostic hall.  The LFSR design is discussed within the context of these 
regions. 

The in-vessel portion of LFSR, from the vacuum windows to the antennas, is shown in Fig. 3. A 
monostatic  antenna  array  provides  the  required  measurement  functions.  The  open  end  of 
circular, corrugated waveguide forms each of the antennas. The Doppler antenna at the top of 
the array is tens of centimeters above the midplane, lies in a constant  z-plane, and points 
slightly  away  from  the  centerline  of  the  torus.  Due  to  this  geometry,  it  injects  a  beam 
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perpendicularly to the magnetic field with a nonzero poloidal angle-of-incidence at the cutoff. 
The monostatic Doppler antenna collects a portion of the back-scattered signal. Antennas for 
profile and fluctuation measurements are arranged near the midplane, lie in constant z-planes, 
and also point slightly away from the centerline of the torus to compensate for toroidal field 
ripple.  This  geometry  enables  near-perpendicular  angle-of-incidence  to  the  outboard  cutoff 
surfaces. To accommodate height variation of the ITER plasma, the profile/fluctuation antennas 
are arranged as an array of five. This provides the ability to select the antenna nearest the 
plasma midplane for optimal coupling.

Figure 1. (a) Full-field ITER baseline profiles of ne, Te, and B. (b) Corresponding cutoff and 
cyclotron frequency profiles with relativistic correction. Contour plots of constant frequency (in 

GHz) versus ne and B for (c) upper X-mode and (d) O-mode polarizations. The Greenwald 
density is plotted as the vertical dashed line. 

The TL between the antennas and vacuum windows forms a labyrinth; a pair of miter bends 
creates  a  periscope,  which  limits  neutron  streaming  through  the  front  end  of  the  TL.  The 
majority of the TL consists of 63.5-mm diameter corrugated, overmoded waveguide, capable of 
supporting the HE11 waveguide mode. The HE11 mode couples very efficiently to a free-space 
Gaussian beam19.  Because of  this,  the open end of  the corrugated waveguide acts  as an 
excellent antenna for LFSR. 

Because the LFSR TLs are long (~ 50 m) and ITER pulse lengths will be hundreds of seconds, 
thermal  expansion  and  mechanically-induced  displacements  of  the  TLs  on  the  order  of 
centimeters  can  make  non-negligible  contributions  to  the  measured  phase.  Simultaneous 
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measurements of the plasma phase and a reference phase, containing information on the TL 
expansion, are necessary for accurate density profile measurements. Within each of the lower 
five TLs, the mirror in the first miter bend closest to the antenna contains an embossed feature 
on its surface that retroreflects a small fraction of the transmitted signal to the receiver. This 
mirror provides in-situ reference phase calibration, enabling simultaneous phase measurements 
of the reference point close to the plasma and phase measurements of the cutoff  layers. A 
similar technique for measuring the reference phase utilizing a free-standing wire has been 
demonstrated with success on DIII-D20. The free-standing wire is not possible for ITER LFSR 
due to the potential for large stray RF power loads entering the antennas. 

The mirror in the second miter bend of each TL has a periodic grated surface which functions 
as a frequency filter to reduce the amount of stray electron cyclotron heating (ECH) power at 
170 GHz propagating through the LFSR TLs. A grated mirror was fabricated and tested at the 
TL test facility, and the frequency response shows strong, narrow rejection against 170 GHz, 
with transmission less than -20 dB of the incident power. Two grated mirrors are installed in 
each  TL,  providing  rejection  of  about  20  dB  of  170  GHz  ECH  in  both  X-  and  O-mode 
polarizations. 

Figure 2. End-to-end functional diagram of LFSR transmission line.

A double-window assembly is attached at the closure plate to form a vacuum barrier separating 
the evacuated in-vessel TL components from the ex-vessel  region of the TL. The vacuum-
barrier  assembly of each TL consists of two disks for redundancy and increased protection 
against the possibility of  tritium leaks. In order to reduce the interference between and the 
reflection from the window pair, the two disks are made of slightly different thickness and are 
tilted, each by 10° in the same plane and with opposite sense. Insertion loss and reflectivity 
tests with a pair of quartz discs were conducted at the TL test facility. Results indicate that, with 
the 10° tilt, the reflected power measured by the receiver is -30 dB of the transmitted power. 
The 10° tilt has negligible effect on the transmission response.

During machine warm-up, operation, and bake-out, displacements up to 3 cm are expected at 
the equatorial port-plug flange. The TL components installed within the interspace and port cell 
must allow for displacement relative to the vessel and maintain alignment during all operation 
states. Displacements of the TL are enabled by two gaps in the corrugated waveguide near the 
vacuum vessel. One gap is located on the air side of the vacuum windows where the Gaussian 
telescope is located (Fig. 3). The Gaussian telescope is quasi-optical solution for maintaining 
transmission of the signal during transverse displacement of the TL. Another gap exists in the 
corrugated waveguide at the vacuum window assembly. The gap between the waveguide and 
vacuum window on the air side is intended to permit axial displacement of the TL. A section of 
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waveguide is held in-line with the vacuum window, and it can translate along its axis through 
linear bearings. Three-dimensional displacement of this section of waveguide follows vessel 
movement through linkage arms attached to the Gaussian telescope. 

The TLs penetrate a lintel  between the port  cell  and equatorial  gallery,  where a secondary 
confinement barrier is located. The confinement barrier fulfills several requirements in terms of 
microwave transmission, leak rate, pressure differential, and fire sectorization.

The longest portion of the LFSR TL is located in the equatorial gallery, the space between the 
diagnostic  hall  and the port  cell.  The majority  of  this  portion of  the TL consists  of  straight 
sections of waveguide with miter bends. One set of miter bends is orientated 30° out-of-plane, 
such that the TLs extending radially from the vessel turn towards the diagnostic hall. The TLs 
penetrate the lintel between the equatorial gallery and diagnostic hall, where another secondary 
confinement barrier is located, similar to the first one discussed.

Figure 3. In-vessel and interspace segments of the LFSR transmission lines.

The diagnostic hall contains microwave transceivers, microwave signal conditioning equipment, 
a  switching  array  for  TL  routing,  data  acquisition  and  processing  equipment,  and  control 
system. A diagram of the LFSR signal routing in the diagnostic hall is depicted in Fig. 4. 

The back-end instrumentation of LFSR is defined as the parts of the system in the diagnostic 
hall  that  include  the  electronic  hardware  and  microwave  components  for  generating  and 
detecting  the  reflectometer  signals.  The  millimeter-wave  signals  couple  between  the 
transceivers and multiplexer with corrugated scalar horns. For the profile reflectometer, quasi-
optical  multiplexers  combine  the  signals  from  separate  transceivers  onto  one  common 
corrugated waveguide on transmit, and split the bands to their separate transceivers on receive. 
X- and O-mode transceivers are incorporated for FMCW measurements of the electron density 
profile. The fluctuation and Doppler reflectometers will be capable of producing multiple, fixed-
frequency signals that are arbitrarily tunable. The design allows for the profile and fluctuation 
signals to occupy any of the TLs that feed the lower five antennas. The TL that feeds the upper 
antenna is dedicated for Doppler signals. 

The  microwave  source/receivers  for  the  profile  reflectometers  are  heterodyne  FMCW 
transceivers. The profile reflectometers consist of V-, W-, and D-bands (50 – 165 GHz) for the 
X-mode transceiver, and Q-, V-, and W-bands (30 – 110 GHz) for the O-mode transceiver. Due 
to the wide frequency ranges of W- and D-bands and the bandwidth availability of microwave 
components,  the  W-  and  D-bands  are  split  into  two  sub-bands  and  are  diplexed  within 
fundamental waveguide. A representative schematic of one band (or sub-band) of a FMCW 
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transceiver is shown in Fig. 5. The voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO) voltage is ramped over 
time s to produce a frequency sweep in the range of a few GHz to tens of GHz. The signal is 
split into probe and local oscillator (LO) paths. A delay line within the LO path increases the 
propagation  time  of  the  LO  signal  to  the  mixer.  The  time  delay  of  the  LO  is  somewhat 
mismatched compared to that of  the probe to generate positive intermediate frequency (IF) 
signals from the reference phase mirror and plasma. The probe and LO signals are amplified 
and frequency-multiplied. The probe RF is transmitted to the quasi-optical multiplexer with a 
scaler horn and returns through the same scaler horn after roundtrip propagation through the 
plasma and the TL. The LO and probe RF are combined at the mixer to produce the IF signal. 

Figure 4. Signal routing and conditioning in diagnostic hall. 

Transceivers based on this design were built  and tested at the LFSR TL test facility.  They 
achieve a minimum sweep time of  4  s,  and a dwell  time of about 1.25  s is sufficient  to 
produce  highly  repeatable  sweeps.  Further  development  and  upgrades  of  the  FMCW 
transceivers  is  ongoing,  and one  high-priority  area  of  improvement  involves increasing the 
maximum sweep rate.  Results from Tore Supra with solid-state sources capable of full-band 
sweeps down to 2 s and repetition times of 3 s were reported8. More recently, results from 
profile  reflectometers  with 1-s sweeps and 1.25-s repetition times have been obtained21. 
Assuming technological advances continue in this area, sources capable of full-band sweeps 
and repetition times approaching 1  s or shorter could expand the capabilities of the LFSR 
profile  reflectometer  to  diagnose  density  fluctuations  with  characteristic  frequencies  in  the 
hundreds of kHz. 

The LFSR Instrumentation and Control (I&C) system provides local data acquisition, control, 
monitoring,  and  alarm/event  handling  and  logging.  The  LFSR  data  acquisition  system  is 
composed of two output data streams. One data stream is processed in real time using a field-
programmable  gate array (FPGA).  The FPGA employs direct  IF  conversion to  process the 
phase from the IF output using a quadrature demodulation algorithm. A prototype FPGA phase 
processor  of  this  kind  has  been  built  and  tested  as  part  of  the  ITER  Toroidal 
Interferometer/Polarimeter  (TIP) program22,23.  The data product from the LFSR FPGA is the 
accumulated plasma phase as a function of probe frequency. The phase data are sent to the 
PCS where the inversion algorithms are applied and the density profile is calculated. A separate 
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data stream of unprocessed IF data is continuously archived during normal operations for post-
pulse and offline analyses. Another aspect of the LFSR I&C is the system of sensors which 
monitors  the  health  of  the  system.  In  extreme  conditions,  the  system may  be  exposed to 
harmful stray RF radiation, excess heating, over-pressurization, or even tritium leaks. Various 
types of sensors and instrumentation must be implemented to guard against such anomalous 
events.

III. SUMMARY AND PROSPECTUS

The ITER LFSR will provide important measurements of electron density profile, fluctuations, 
and plasma rotation. The design largely represents a traditional reflectometer in terms of basic 
functionality,  but  its  combination  of  low-loss  waveguide  components,  broadband-enabling 
technologies,  and ultrafast,  real-time process  capabilities  sets  it  apart  as a truly  innovative 
system. In addition to performing its measurement functions, the design also conforms to the 
environmental factors of the ITER facility in terms of mechanical, heat, and nuclear loads. Data 
from the full-scale transmission-line test facility and modeling results from full-wave simulations 
suggest that high signal-to-noise is achievable with the current design, enabling sub-centimeter 
spatial resolution and microsecond temporal resolution of the edge density profile. 

Figure 5. FMCW transceiver schematic of one (sub)band of the profile reflectometer. 
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